
 

 

New InterForm Features in version 2016 
 

Requirement 

● InterForm400 version 2016 requires OS/400 V5R4M0 or higher 

 

PDF Output 

● You can now select spooled file data from the first or last page in the 
PDF file naming definition. That makes it e.g. easier to select an invoice 
total for archiving, and also e.g. use information only found on the first 
page of a document. 

 

Laser Printing (PCL) 

● Line barcodes (Code39, Code128, Interleaved 2 of 5) are generated in 600 
DPI (Dots Per Inch), unless you set the width of a line to an even number of 
dots. For even numbers the resolution is now reduced to 300 DPI, which is 
required for older, inexpensive printers, which only supports 300 DPI.  

 

Designer 

● The remap window can now also trigger a dynamic change of font color 
with the extended adjustment.  

● The Concat element is now able to replace leading blanks with zeroes in 
the data, that is mapped from the spooled file.  

● The designer is now able to output the spooled file date and time in the 
format YYYYMM-DD HH:MM:SS with a new Print-Info value.  



● You can now log on to the designer via SSL in order to encrypt and 
protect your ID, password and the data transferred back and forth between 
the PC and the IBM i. 

● The performance of the designer has been improved. The max RAM 
usage has been increased to 1 Gb.  

● You can now combine the drawer selection from the input spooled file 
with copy management in the graphical designer. Previously this was only 
supported in the green screen â€˜designerâ€™.  

● Arabic support (codepage 420) has been extended. Previously all Arabic 
characters in text constants where printed as â€˜standaloneâ€™. Now the 
appearance of the characters in text constants adapt to the surrounding 
characters as you would expect (which is also what you see in the graphical 
designer). 

 

E-mail 

● An email group can now also be stated as the BCC receiver in the email 
finish definitions - on the same screen as where you set the email sender. 

● It is now possible to delete emails (that has not been sent), from the email 
log (WRKMAILLOG).  

● Support for X-Headers in emails has been added. X-headers can be used 
for linking a sent email with specific information e.g. the customer number, 
order number or a reference to a special offer.  

● It is now possible to send emails to the spooled file owner in the email 
finish definitions. It is required, that the name and email address of the 
spooled file owner is registered in the system directory. 

 

Modules 

● A new InterXML400 (XML+) module is now available. This includes much 
more functionality compared to the previous XML functionality. This 
enables creation of invoice XML files fitting various standards including 
OIOXML, UBL XML and the German ZUGFeRD format. With the new 
module you can e.g. import an existing XML file (or only parts of it), and use 
this for mapping of the spooled file data. The resulting XML file can also be 
validated. 

● The modules: PDF Security, and the Embed PDF modules have been 
merged into a new module called AdvancedPDF400. Customers, that 
previously have bought one of the PDF Security/Embed PDF modules will 
get the new, AdvancedPDF400 module when upgrading to a 2016 version 
(or future versions of InterForm400) - with access to embedding PDF files, 
encrypting PDFs and adding a digital signature.  



● In the PDF Embed definitions you can now remove variables and 
references to a user exit program. Previously this was not possible. 

Other 

InterForm400 is now able to handle spooled file duplicates. Normally this 
information is enough to uniquely identify a spooled file:  

Job name, user, job number, spooled file name and the spooled file number.  

- but in some installations the job number has â€˜wrapped aroundâ€™ and two 
â€˜identicalâ€™ jobs can create a spooled file with the same name and number. 
This will normally cause an error, when you refer to such a spooled file just via this 
information  

To get around that, InterForm400 now identifies the spooled files not only from 
the fields mentioned above, but also by the system, where the spooled file was 
created and the creation date and time.  

The installation process has been simplified, and now includes more help during 
upgrade: It checks all object locks of objects in the APF3812 library, and if any 
object is locked by a job running outside an InterForm400 subsystem, then these 
objects and jobs can be listed. These object locks should be stopped before 
proceeding with the upgrade.  

The command, APF3812/APFEDTPRT can be used for editing a spooled file. 
Previously the command used SEU to edit the spooled file. SEU has limitations 
compared to the command, EDTF, which is now used instead. This makes it e.g. 
possible now to edit wide spooled files - up to the maximum of 378 characters 
(previously the max. width supported was 228).  

The description of ASCII symbol sets for PCL soft fonts has been simplified and 
made more clear. This makes it easier to install and setup soft fonts. You are also 
no longer prompted for the soft font for both rotation 0 and rotation 90 for the 
PCL autodownload, as modern printers are able to rotate the fonts themselves. 

 


